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ffi FRESH FIGS

Figs are an aare ient fruit
Figs grow in Mediterranean climates on

the gnarly branches of the Ficus carica tree,

which is a member of the mulberry family.

Though referred to as a fruit, a flg is actually

a syconium, a fleshy structure that's fllled

with hundreds of tiny flowers; the true fruits
of a flg are what we think of as its seeds. Most

likely nalive to western Asia and widespread

in the Mediterranean, fig trees are among the

earliest known domesticated plants, dating

back some 11,000 years.

Most figs sold in the United States are

grown in California. Common varieties

include the sweet, purple-black Mission;

the mild-flavored Brown TurkeY; the
pear-shaped, chartreuse Kadota, which is

often dried; the nutty Calimyrna, also bright
green and a favorite for out-of-hand eating;

and the Sierra, a new, thick-skinned hybrid

similar to the Calimyrna.

Enjoythcrn as 50*n es PCIssible
Figs don't ripen off the tree, so they're best

when picked and sold at their peak ripeness.

A ripe flg will smell sweet, feel soft but not

squishy, and be free ofblemishes; siight

wrinkles and even small cracks in the skin are

OK. Avoid very firm figs, as they're likely to

be unripe. A milLy substance near the stem

end can aiso indicate that the fruit is not

perfectly ripe.
Fresh flgs taste best at room temperature,

so keep them on the counter with space

around them for air to circulate; they'll last

for about two days. Refrigerated, they'll keep

for a few more.

Prepare figs simPtY
The sweet flavor of flgs pairs perfectly with
rich ingredients like butter, cream, and nuts.

It atso balances salty flavors, which makes flgs

a welcome addition to a cheese plate featuring

cured meats and aged cheeses. Vinegar,

citrus, warm spices, honey, and wine are

other flavorings that play well with flgs.

Versatile figs make a delicious addition to

any mea1. Stir chopped flgs into yogurt or mix

them into cream cheese for slathering on

bagels. For a light lunch, quarter and toss

them into a salad with arugula, crisp pancetta,

and a tart vinaigrette, or add them to apizza

or a panini along with mozzarella and pesto'

For an easy but excellent appetizer, wrap

figs in slices of prosciutto, or stuff them with
goat or blue cheese to eat raw, grilled, baked,

or broilecl. To feature figs in a main dish, chop

them and stir them into a pan sauce for duck

or pork chops. Figs, perhaps obviously, also

make a fine dessert. For an utterly simple

fina1e, drizzle figs with honey and top with
a dollop of mascarpone. Or use them in a

delicately sweet tart like the one below.

-Melissa 
Denchak
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